
It is difficult to obtain full profitability 

for a retail store without the 

proper observation of shrinkage 

and understanding the necessity of 

shrinkage control.

Data integrity is of strategic importance 

here. It usually starts with administrative 

work on all phases of the retail operation, 

such as ordering, receiving, storing, 

receiving (and GRV, goods received 

voucher; or GRN, goods received note;  

or simply the supplier’s invoice being 

captured in the back office).

When considering data integrity, the 

shop owner must first think logically 

and then install “fancy-sophisticated” 

technological upgrades such as a fancy 

camera system, new technology hand 

terminals, various types of alarms, sensors, 

etc. Even new technologies can improve 

and help, but never allow the illusion of 

new attractive “scientific” propaganda 

texts of computer programing or security 

companies blur your basic and fundamental 

principles of retail operations.

In addition to records of purchases and 

sales, an important part of data integrity is 

the state of inventory and working capital 

(stock) expressed in both quantity and 

monetary value.

In this article we will try to focus on 

stock control or stock-file audit as an 

integral part of data integrity. Anyone can 

take stock, but not anyone can do a proper 

and quality stock-file audit (that includes 

stock count, stock-file maintenance, data 

capturing, comparing adjustment reports, 

finding GRV errors, indication of cashier’s 

misuse of codes, expired or damaged stock, 

items not scanning, items selling at the 

wrong price and generating useful and 

necessary reports) and achieve the highest 

possible level of data integrity.

Stock take is almost always never a good 

experience – often perceived as a formality 

and unnecessary hassle – and it usually 

bringing us bad news. It is time consuming 

and labour intensive. Everyone is trying 

to find an easier way to do it with new 

technologies such as hand terminals,  

but forget that someone still needs to

physically do the counting and the 
capturing – maybe not on a computer in 
the back office but on a hand terminal, that 
still has to be downloaded.

Unfortunately we don’t yet have a 
Harry Potter magic wand to sort out stock 
control. Basic principles of stock take 
should never be overlooked because of new 
technologies.

From my point of view, a stock-file 
audit (stock take) is the starting point, 
as everything concerning profitability 
starts there. It is like if you want to go 
somewhere and want to decide which 
direction to go. You will always choose the 
wrong direction if you do not know where 
you are – your starting point. Therefore, all 
stock-file audit findings are the conditions 
that we have to deal with in order to 
achieve the desired result.

Actually, after stock take, the owner – 
and not just the manager – has to do an 
additional audit on the stock-file audit 
reports. Some of the answers and reports 
we get from stock file audit analysis:

■	Opening stock-on-hand value and 
number of items for that value 
(reconcile quantity and value)

■	Closing stock-on-hand value and 
number of items for that value 
(reconcile value and quantities between 
opening and closing reports)

■	Opening negative stock, closing negative 

stock. Sometimes in our practice we 

found unreasonable requests from 

the owners asking their managers to 

clear negative stock on a daily basis. 

Of course, we’re not talking about 

allowing negligence at work, but if the 

stock file is relatively balanced and on 

a high integrity state, negative stock 

analysed weekly or at least monthly, 

can be a very valuable report as it tells 

us when a GRV was wrongly captured, 

where miscounts occur or, even more 

dangerous, when a cashier is misusing 

selling codes. It allows us to take 

corrective steps early and prevent higher 

damages.

■	What and how many are active/passive 

line items in the stock file

■	How many discontinued items

■	How many new items are selling

■	How many active line items are in file at 

zero cost

■	How many items have too low or too 

high a selling price (wrong margin)

■	 Expired line items on the shelves

■	Damaged line items and possible causes

■	 Items not scanning

■	How many refunds or voids are done  

in month
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and quickly. That is the only way to run  
a retail business successfully.

The biggest problem here is that 
owners are entirely dependent on the 
honesty and skill of their managers to give 
them these reports. The most successful 
retail businesses are where owners take 
part in the stock-file audit activities, or 
they at least analyse it by priorities and 
importance.

We have to ask ourselves what are the 
reasons that some companies and their 
employees or managers despise stock 
control and activities that help us to 
achieve a high level of data integrity.

Stock-file audit reports that indicate the 
existence of potential fraud should raise red 
flags. Red flags are usually raised to blame 
someone else and, very often, focus are on 
mistakes made by the supplier or external 
stocktaking company, but what should be 
the main concern is somehow ignored.

Owners should never allow bad service 
from external service providers but, at the 
same time, they should be careful not to 
fall into the manager’s trap of redirecting 
attention and polishing reports in order to 
show themselves as good performers – or 
do they have some other ideas, even more 
damaging to your retail business?

Most unscrupulous managers have 
“control problems” and issues around it 
and tend to take most of the independent 
controlling mechanisms out of their way 
or choose an independent one they can 
manipulate and control.

“When it comes to money then everyone 
is in the same faith” (Voltaire, letter to Miss 
d’Epinol – 1760).

Experience shows that cases of  
high-value fraud often include fraudulent 
activities whose damage was low in 
individual values (such as gas bottles sales). 

■	How many items are on  

short selling codes and why

■	Adjustment report  

per line items,  

department,  

stock-take sheets

■	Best and worst  

sellers (e.g. 200  

top line items and  

worst 200 sellers)

■	 Items not sold for  

e.g. last three months

■	Number of times the cash  

register drawer was opened but a sale 

did not take place

■	 Positive adjustment and why it occurs

■	 Is any negative GRV done and why?

■	 Filter line items per margin less than 

20% or higher than 40% to see if you 

are not overcharging or undercharging 

customers (many new owners believe 

that if an item is marked up by 25%, 

the result will be a 25% GP on income, 

where a 25% mark-up only gives a 

margin of 20%)

■	Reconcile your waste and write-offs

■	Check consignment stock with credit 

notes and delivery notes when you pay 

the supplier after stock is received, as 

that can inflate your stock value

■	 Filter all items with a low cost from the 

file and check if your records show you 

are selling more than you are receiving 

(e.g. chappies, loose sweets)

■	 Some unusual differences in average 

basket per shift, specific day on the 

week, or only for specific cashier etc.

Those are some of the useful exception 

reports what will make an owner much 

more successful than the owner who does 

not ask such questions after each stock-file 

audit.

To be able to do this, you as the owner or 

manager must have good back-office retail 

computer software. We are always very 

surprised when, in our practice, we find that 

even huge reputable retailers do not have, 

or do not allow managers or franchisees to 

print, detailed transaction sales lists.

Such a practice can unfortunately not 

contribute to the successful running of a 

retail store. You should be able to get any 

report (as mentioned above and more) 

from your stock-file software system easily

Over some time perpetrators of fraud 

continue without consequence and that 

result in increasing numbers of fraudulent 

activities, to larger amounts and, ultimately, 

to scams of large proportions.

Early red flags are like fingerprints 

in crime investigations that help us to 

indicate possible negligence or fraud. It 

is remarkable how many early-warning 

signs helped wise and proactive owners 

to prevent huge losses in their retail 

businesses.

For better visualisation and 

understanding of this article, it is important 

to try and make a connection with texts of 

our articles from November 2016, January, 

April and June 2017.

A low-quality, incomplete stock-file 

audit, or not doing stock take at all, 

produce the perfect environment that 

allows concealment of losses and may 

result in unrealistic financial reports and 

inadequate tax returns – not necessarily 

damaging SARS, but the business itself.

Non-disclosure of errors will result 

in overvalued stock, underestimated 

expenses and overstated profit. Conversely, 

the non-disclosure of surpluses will in 

effect underestimate the value of stock, 

undervalued income and undervalued 

profit.

It is impossible to build a repressive 

method that would prevent criminal 

offenses within the retail environment. For 

that reason, it is important to permanently 

evaluate data integrity – and the stock file 

as part of it – and to analyse its relation to 

the level of concentration of functions in 

each operational phase of our retail store.

Janjic’s business, INVESTIGATION PRACTICE 
INTERNATIONAL, supplies retail shrinkage control 
services and he can be contacted on 083 4474 223 
or ipid@iafrica.com
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